
THICKENED OXALWASH is specifically formulated to clean train carriages 
and other rolling stock in order to remove dirt, oil and ferrous staining.

This thickened version of Oxalwash enhances cling and allows increased 
contact times on areas of heavy soiling.

ADVANTAGES TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

 Suitable for cleaning locomotives, carriages, freight wagons, 
tankers, trams and underground trains.

 Ideal for periodic deep cleaning operations.

 Also an excellent fallout remover which will remove iron 
deposits from vehicle paintwork, window frames and cladding.

 Thickened Oxalwash is designed for manual application to areas 
where staining and soiling is particularly heavy.

Use undiluted. Apply by brush or mop to the surface. Allow a few 
minutes contact time to penetrate and release iron residues and dirt. 
Agitate periodically to loosen soil. Rinse thoroughly with clean water.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

Viscous formula enhances cling, reduces run off, and provides 
extended contact times for areas where soil build-ups are 
particularly high.

Ready to use formula requires no mixing or dilution.

Thickened Oxalwash dissolves brake/iron dust particles, 
removing iron stains from paintwork, vinyl and glass.

Contains no mineral acids and will not damage concrete 
sleepers, floors or mortar.

Will not damage glass.

Rinses easily.

Specifically formulated for use within the rail industry
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THICKENED OXALWASH
Viscous exterior train cleaner for the removal of heavy soiling 
and iron deposits
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THICKENED OXALWASH
Viscous exterior train cleaner for the removal of heavy soiling 
and iron deposits

PRECAUTIONS

Avoid spilling, skin and eye contact. Wear appropriate impervious 
protective clothing and eye protection when washing rolling stock.  
Refer to Safety Data Sheet (available on request).

ACCREDITATIONS & REGISTRATIONS

STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

Keep containers tightly closed. Store at moderate temperatures in 
dry, well ventilated area.

TECHNICAL DATA

APPEARANCE Viscous liquid

COLOUR Colourless/pale straw

ODOUR Mild acidic

SOLUBILITY Soluble in water

RELATIVE DENSITY 1.01 @ 20 °c

pH (concentrate) 1-2

FLAMMABILITY Non Flammable

PACK SIZES 1,000 and 20 litres

UK Rail Cat No’s: 
007/000027 20 litre 
007/000026 1000 litre

TRAILERWASH
Powerful soil remover and degreaser

UNIVERSAL 
POWERWASH

A powerful heavy duty alkaline 
cleaner and degreaser

ECOWASH AUTOSHINE 
Frequent use train exterior wash

OXALWASH
Train exterior wash optimised for 

removal of iron staining.

arrowchem.com

RELATED PRODUCTS

Manufactured by: Arrow Solutions, Rawdon Road, Moira, Swadlincote, Derbyshire, DE12 6DA, UK. 
T +44 (0)1283 221044  .  F +44 (0)1283 225731  .  E sales@arrowchem.com

https://www.arrowchem.com/products/trailerwash/
https://www.arrowchem.com/products/universal-powerwash/
https://www.arrowchem.com/products/ecowash-autoshine/
https://www.arrowchem.com/products/oxalwash/

